OFFICER PETER NAPPI SPD COMES UP
ON THE RADAR SCREEN AGAIN
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(Editor’s Notes: After Labor Day FTM will start a series of reports on the ex Police Officer
Michael Maietta workers comp claim against Scarborough.
FTM’s Federal suit against Scarborough for violating the First Amendment hasn’t started yet
because town leadership refuses the certified mail from the U. S. Marshall Service. Now,
Scarborough taxpayers will have to pay $130 plus $30 mileage for each attempt to serve the
suit in person by a Marshall.
A young woman named Kim, early 20’s, was summoned, not arrested for O.U.I. on August
14th because she’s a friend with St. Pierre and Moulton. Everyone else gets a ride to jail, but
not the friends of Moulton. Let’s see how long it takes to dump this case out of the O.U.I.
classification.)
Sources report that a CD was taken from Officer David Grover’s home; the last time it was seen
was at Peter Nappi’s house on his computer. What was on the home made CD? Grover’s wife,
Kim, was posing nude in various graphic positions. Chief Moulton’s reputation of watching
porn (the naked news) on the department computer system and his close friendship with Nappi
it’s reported that it is likely that Moulton watched the CD also.

This seems to illustrate how demented Nappi is, even in his non-police role. Remember Nappi
was badmouthing Mike Barker, a 40-year career police officer, who was the previous officer
guarding Prouts Neck, to the property owners, to get him out, so Nappi could have that cushy
job. Mike is the father of Sgt. Tim Barker at SPD. Apparently, Nappi needed the Prouts Neck
job because he’d never be able to pass the physical fitness requirements to be a regular officer.
There are no stats for the 100-yard dash for 350 lbs. cops.

